WHS CDH INSTRUCTIONAL GUIDE
This guide will show an administrator how to view and
administer a golfer’s handicap index.
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WHS CDH
PLAYERS:
Players
Clubs
Lookup

The players’ tab is a database of all home players current listed at the clubs, and only players
claimed correctly by the club will show on this list. Click on any player and you will then be able to
administer certain WHS functionality.
1.

Editing a player's WHS details

Conflicted
Player Archive
Gen. Play Scores
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2.

General Play (within Scotland)

Clubs

•

Select the first General Play tab

•

Select the club, course, enter date and input the hole-by-hole scores, then select Confirm

•

Once you have selected Confirm, you will need to refresh the page to view the pending
score that will be used as part of the evening calculation process and - once calculated - will
used as one of the available scores.

Lookup
Conflicted
Player Archive
Gen. Play Scores
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3.

General Play (outside Scotland)

Clubs

•

Select the Away General Play tab

•

Type in the club name, course name (tee colour) Tee, whether 9 or 18, Score date and then
enter the Slope Rating, Course rating, Adjusted Gross Score (Adj)and PCC (if known). Please
remember the adjusted gross score should include and nett double bogey or nett par
adjustments. Once all the data is input click the Confirm button.

•

Once you have selected Confirm, you will be asked if you would like to email the details to
the player. Select OK if yes or Cancel if no.

•

You will need to refresh the page to view the pending score that will be used as part of the
evening calculation process and - once calculated - will used as one of the available scores.

Lookup
Conflicted
Player Archive
Gen. Play Scores
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4.

Adjusting a player’s handicap index.

Clubs

•

Select the Adjustment tab

•

Enter the value that you wish to adjust the players record by. A reduction should be made
by inputting a minus symbol (-) before the value. A plus symbol (+) does not need to be
added for an increase. Select Confirm.

•

Remember the adjustment will be applied to every score on the player’s record but will
gradually phase out as more recent scores are added.

Lookup
Conflicted
Player Archive
Gen. Play Scores
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5.

Re- Calculate a player’s handicap index.

Clubs

•

Select the Re-Calculate tab

•

This will recalculate the player’s handicap index and include any low handicap indexes.
Select OK.

6.

Override a low handicap index.

•

Select the Override Low Index tab.

•

This will re-calculate the handicap index and reset the low handicap index. Select OK. This
could be used if a player has had an injury or illness and their demonstrated ability is no
longer representative of their value and will allow them to move further than the 5 shots
allowed.

Lookup
Conflicted
Player Archive
Gen. Play Scores
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7.

Apply a penalty to a player’s record.

Clubs

•

Select the Penalty tab.

•

Select the score from the player’s record that you wish to apply. This process can only be
used if you wish to select with the lowest or highest score on the player’s record as per the
Rules of Handicapping. If you wish to apply a different penalty score use the general play
option and tick the penalty score box. Select Confirm.

•

The page will reload, the penalty shot will be applied and will be identified by a green tick
in the penalty column on the record.

Lookup
Conflicted
Player Archive
Gen. Play Scores
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8.

Withdrawing a player’s handicap index.

•

Select the Edit button.

•

in the status section change from Active to Withdrawn and click Save.

Clubs
Lookup
Conflicted
Player Archive
Gen. Play Scores

The Handicap Committee, or Authorized Association, should withdraw the Handicap Index of a
player who deliberately or repeatedly fails to comply with the player’s responsibilities under the
Rules of Handicapping (see Appendix A).
• The withdrawal of a player’s Handicap Index should be applied only after the player has
been informed and has had an opportunity to respond to the Handicap Committee,
Authorized Association, or other disciplinary panel.
• A player must be notified of the length of time their Handicap Index will be withdrawn and
any additional conditions.
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9.

Awarding an Initial Handicap index

Clubs

•

Select the General Play tab. When selecting a player who does not currently have a
Handicap Index you will only get two options. Select the General Play tab. Follow the
process set out in 2. General Play (within Scotland)

•

Under WHS, scores for initial handicap purposes can be made up of both 18- and 9-hole
scores with the minimum number of holes required being 54. If a 9-hole score is submitted
the system will hold that 9-hole score until another 9-hole score is submitted. Once a total
of 54 holes has been submitted the Handicap Index will be calculated as part of the evening
process and ready for the golfer the following day.

Lookup
Conflicted
Player Archive
Gen. Play Scores
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This is a list of all clubs available on the CDH.

Clubs
Lookup
Conflicted
Player Archive
Gen. Play Scores
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The Lookup tab allows you to search the CDH database for any available golfer with a WHS CDH ID number.

Clubs

You can search by
• CDH ID
• first name
• second name
• or a combination

Lookup
Conflicted
Player Archive

Input the details of the player you are searching for and select Submit.

Gen. Play Scores

This will the bring up the details of any matching player on the database.
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To conduct a handicap review under WHS, select the Review button down the left-hand side. The
report will automatically run and will display any players that have been flagged as requiring a
handicap review during the review period. You can change the start date of the review period and
then the report will re-calculate.

Review
Player Archive
Gen. Play Scores

You can then click on the entries and review the review breakdown for each player. You will need to
also look at other determining factors that you need to consider before applying any adjustment. You
can CSV both pages and come back once you are ready to complete the review.

Once you have reviewed each individual player’s record and decided the players that will be adjusted
ensure the Apply box on left hand side is ticked against the players receiving an adjustment, then hit
the green Review Update button (you will also need to hit Confirm). This will apply the adjustment
automatically against the player.

If you need further guidance on completing the handicap review, please refer to the
Rules of Handicapping.
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Before making any adjustment to a player’s Handicap Index, the Handicap Committee should
carefully consider all available evidence, including:
1.

2.
3.
4.

Gen. Play Scores

Whether the player’s scoring potential has been affected by a temporary or permanent
injury or illness which is significant enough to impact the player’s ability to play with or
against all other players on a fair and equal basis.
Any handicap(s) previously held by the player.
Whether the player’s ability is rapidly improving or declining.
Whether the player is performing significantly differently in one format of play compared
to another, for example between organised competitions and general play; unauthorised
and authorised format of play. Where it has been determined that a player’s actions are
for the purpose of gaining an unfair advantage.

Any adjustment to a player’s Handicap Index resulting from a handicap review must:
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

Be sanctioned or ratified by the Authorised Association. The Authorised Association has
discretion to restrict this requirement only for players above, below or within a specified
handicap range. Any adjustment made on the back of using the handicap review report
would not need ratified by Scottish Golf.
Be applied only after the player has been informed and has had an opportunity to respond
to the Handicap Committee or, where appropriate, the Authorised Association.
Be a minimum of 1 stroke, upward or downward.
Only increase a player’s Handicap Index by up to 5.0 strokes above the player’s Low
Handicap Index, unless there are exceptional circumstances. Such circumstances could
include a player who has a long-term illness or injury preventing them from playing golf at
the level previously attained.
Be sanctioned or ratified by the Authorised Association if the player’s Handicap Index is to
be increased by more than 5 stroke(s).

Additionally, when conducting a handicap review, the following information could also be
considered by for the Handicap Committees before making any adjustment to a player.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

The player’s scoring record history.
The trend of the player’s Handicap Index, such as differences in a player’s Handicap Index
over the past 12–24 months.
Frequency of score submissions in the past 12 months versus previous 12-month cycles.
Comparison of average Score Differentials between competitive and casual rounds.
Comparison of average Score Differentials in match play versus stroke play formats of play.
Comparison of average Score Differentials in individual versus team formats of play.
Any scores from, or performances known, in non-authorised formats of play.
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8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Any other knowledge that the Handicap Committee has relative to the player’s golfing
ability. For example, improving play following golf lessons, declining scoring potential due
to frequency of playing, ageing, incapacitating injuries or illness, etc.
Percentage of acceptable scores submitted at a player’s home club.
Percentage of acceptable scores submitted from casual round formats.
Percentage of acceptable scores from 9-hole rounds.
Identifying relevant handicapping trends for Handicap Committee consideration.
Length of time since a player last played to their Handicap Index.
Number of scores since a player last played to their Handicap Index.
information supplied by any other golf club where the player is a member.
When a Score Differential is 10.0 strokes or more below the player’s Handicap Index in
effect when that round was played and an exceptional score adjustment of -2.0 is
triggered.

If you need further guidance on completing the handicap review, please refer to the
Rules of Handicapping.
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The Player Archive tab will give you a list over all players from your club who have been archived.
Archiving a playing should only be used for duplicate CDH IDs or deceased members. If a player leaves
your golf club they should be resigned/released from the club. Do not archive golfers who have left and
joined other clubs.

Review
Player Archive
Gen. Play Scores

To archive a player
1) The club need to select the member from you players list (top tab)
2) An Archive button will be next to the General Play buttons.
3) You will need to confirm twice.
4) The CDH will be updated
a) Set to archived
b) Club Status set to Resigned
c) Index Status set to Withdrawn
WE DO NOT RESET THE CLUB CODE so they stay attached to the club.
5) An email is sent to the player informing them a change has been made to their CDH entry.
To unarchive a player
1) Select Player Archive button in the left-hand menu. This will look like the normal index (from
above). Club will just see players archived while at that club.
2) On each line the left most column will allow you to unarchive a player. Again, you will need to
confirm.
3) The CDH will be updated
a) Set to Un-archived
b) Club Status set to Un-Resigned
c) Index Status set to Active
4) An email is sent to the player.
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This tab shows a list of any home player who is currently submitting a general play score via the Scottish
Golf App or through any Touchscreen provided at a club using the VMS system. Once a golfer has
submitted and verified their score the entry will disappear. Any golfer that has pre-registered their
intent to play but not submitted the score will receive an automatic penalty score applied to their
record.

Review

The fields will show;

Clubs

Player Archive
Active GP Score
GP History
Penalty History
PCC History

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Member ID number
Surname
Forename
CDH ID
Date
Time of pre-registration
Club being played
Course/tee being player

Exceptional Scores
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GP History will show any historic General Play scores that have been returned by any members of your
club. They will show all general play scores posted by any ISV. You can search by selecting a specific
date (top left) or by date range (purple box top right).

Lookup
Review
Player Archive
Active GP Score
GP History
Penalty History
PCC History
Exceptional Scores

The fields will show;
• Date played
• Time of submission
• Name
• CDH ID
• Club/Course details
• Course rating
• Slope rating
• Adjusted gross score
• Score Differential
• Adjustments
• Action
• Upload date
• ISV
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Penalty History:

Clubs
Lookup

Penalty History will show any historic penalty score that has been posted against any of your club
members. You can search by selecting a specific date (top left) or by date range (purple box top right).

Review

The fields will show;

Player Archive
Active GP Score
GP History
Penalty History
PCC History
Exceptional Scores

• Date played
• Name
• CDH ID
• Club/Course details
• Course rating
• Slope rating
• Adjusted gross score
• Score Differential
• Adjustments
• Action
• Upload date
• ISV
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PCC History will show any historic Playing Conditions Calculation that has been that have been posted
against any of your club members. You can search by selecting a specific date (top left) or by date range
(purple box top right).

Lookup
The fields will show
Review
Player Archive
Active GP Score
GP History

• Score date
• Facility
• Course
• PCC adjustment
• Total number of scores used to calculate PCC

Penalty History
PCC History
Exceptional Scores
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Exceptional Scores will show any historic Exceptional Scores that have been posted against any of your
club member. You can search by selecting a specific date (top left) or by date range (purple box top
right).

Lookup
Review
Player Archive
Active GP Score
GP History
Penalty History
PCC History
Exceptional Scores

The fields will show;
• Date played
• Name
• Gender
• CDH ID
• Club/Course details
• Course rating
• Slope rating
• Adjusted gross score
• Score Differential
• Exceptional Score reduction
• Handicap Index
• Adjustments
• Action
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